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The Code tab displays the formulae as well as the R syntax used to calculate the 
selected effect size. Additionally, the user will see a description of how the effect 
size is calculated, required arguments for the selected effect size function, and 
examples of how the function is structured in R. The functions and code are from 
the MOTE library9. 

Glass1 and Cohen2 believed that effect sizes were integral to statistical interpretation. The APA Task Force on Statistical Inference has long advocated for the inclusion of effect sizes3. Many statisticians suggest that a report of the effect size is necessary to 
maintain the integrity of research, a topic that has recently garnered great debate4 due to the prevalence of poor replicability and other all too common failures in research. However, the vast majority of peer-reviewed, published academic studies stop short of 
reporting effect sizes and confidence intervals5. Often, an overreliance on p-values conceals the fact that the study is underpowered6; a test may be statistically significant, yet practically inconsequential4. The effect size is a measure of the magnitude of the effect. 
How much did grades improve after an intervention? To what degree were symptoms reduced after a treatment? Effect size supplements p-values by providing this critical information. For the amateur researcher, selecting an appropriate hypothesis test can be a 
challenging process to understand, with the approximation of the effect size only adding to the difficulty. Providing student researchers with a streamlined tool to calculate effect size and understand the interpretation of test statistics will serve to benefit the field 
of psychological research over time. Our team designed our effect size tool with Shiny7, a package in R8. The application relies on mathematical operations provided by MOTE (Magnitude of the Effect), a versatile package developed by Buchanan, Scofield, and 
Valentine9. To begin, the user simply selects the research design and corresponding effect size with intuitive drop-down menus (as seen below). The output includes a helpful description, a video tutorial, and statistics in APA style, including the effect size and 
the confidence interval. This application is designed for future implementation in statistics classrooms at the undergraduate and graduate level. Student and faculty feedback during beta testing has been overwhelmingly positive. We believe this application will 
aid in both teaching and learning statistics and research methods.  

In the help panel, the user is able to watch videos that will help the user interpret 
their data output and find the right numbers to put into MOTE. The package options 
include SPSS, JASP, and SAS. All videos are hosted by Dr. Buchanan’s “Statistics 
of DOOM” YouTube channel as part of the “StatsTools” series.

After the user inputs their data, the summary page provides everything the user 
needs to interpret the statistics. This includes a definition of the test, the 
appropriate effect size measure, confidence interval of the effect size, summary, 
and test statistics with interpretations of all these values.  
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Pictured above are all available functions in MOTE. 


